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Inquisitive Ellis asks:"There’s a frog in my throat?"
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Ellis' queries and his answers should come to life in potential inquiries and adventures.Ellis is discovering how
exactly to differentiate between the literal and figurative meaning of phrases and words.
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Great book! Great book to explain fun medical/anatomy terms to young kids! Love Love Loved this book
Love Like Loved this book...entertaining and educational! Ellis has "a frog in his throat". Great reserve!. It
kept his interest for a long time and he previously fun listening to the story.Read it and like me personally
find out the myths and medical reasons for having a frog in types throat. Great Teaching Aid! Loved loved
loved this book Loved loved loved this book. I can't wait to get it in hard back! An excellent relevance to
kids understanding of concepts. I have read this book with my son and loved the use of figurative language,
and also created wonderful home atmosphere in a publication. This kid naturally has questions and receives
answers figuratively. I loved the book so when a former teacher I loved the book and as a former
instructor, I could see wide software with young children. The written text was conveniently understood
and experienced an excellent match with the illustrations. I also think this is a good book to use with
students which have English as a second language. I'm looking forward to the next installment. Hopefully
even more to come soon! I simply finished Inquisitive Ellis and loved it! Just what a very creative idea.
From an educational point, I thought the written text matched the illustrations well and the tale was very
realistic and engaging. Just what a clever concept that the tiny . A child's knowledge of figurative language
follows a fascinating developmental progression which story will help them .Donna B. Great book to greatly
help teach kids about those figurative phrases they don't quite understand. The first in a well planned
series of books that helps teach children about figurative phrases that we adults understand, but children
haven't yet figured out. An excellent addition to a child's bedtime reading collection, pediatrician's workplace,
or classroom. Very Creative with lovable illustrations. Literally. My daughter recently experienced a "frog in
her throat" weekly or so ago and I read this to her once again and while she is still too young to
understand the concept, it really helped and gave her a few laughs. Just what a clever idea that the little
boy wants to bring his frog to Show 'n Tell! Fun read for grandparents and their grandkid! I bought this
book for my niece and she loved it! I really like the medical tie in... Great fun! Like the pictures and the
cleverness behind teaching children about understanding the figurative manner of speaking. Like the
illustrations! I bought this reserve for my niece and she loved it!. My little boy loves it Great book! My small
boy loves it! We read it all the time! He loves to pretend he had a frog in his throat! Provides us both a
good laugh! Great storyline! A must read for children! What better way to show figurative speech to a
child. So fun scanning this to my grandchildren and viewing them connect to Ellis and their tries to talk as
if that they had a Frog within their throat. I am looking forward to another one! I believe the author is
great at growth and advancement of small children.Beth TrujilloWashington, DC My son loved it I adored it
and really loved the illustrations and the actual description of a "frog in your throat". This book had many
character types in it and it explains things to a child they can understand. It reminded my son of mornings
at our house, so when he happens to possess " a frog in his throat", he laughingly recites the book :).
Excellent to keep children attention My second grader had to create a book report and We had to discover
a book to learn.Love the tale and appearance forward to sequel..
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